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That's what we've been

doing the past four days.
If it looks like the last

match was a mere three
weeks ago, it was. Why
has it taken us this long
to get back to this blog
post? I'll tell you why. I
haven't been playing

Smash 4 for two weeks,
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so I haven't been doing
much with the Wii U. I
haven't been getting
much time to practice

fighting professionally at
tournaments. Instead, I've

just been playing Mario
Kart 8, Street Fighter V,
and Fortnite. However,

we're back. The Wii U has
been slowly picking up

steam, and I'm more than
happy to see that.
Nintendo has been
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gaining more support
from the companies that
are selling its first-party
games (The Legend of

Zelda: Breath of the Wild,
Splatoon 2, Mario Kart 8)
and publishers are giving

the system more
attention (both the E3
show as well as Game

Awards). My predictions
for the Wii U's place in the
2020 field? The Nintendo
Switch won't crash and
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burn, although it could
take a slight hit in the

singles' category. There
will be a winner and a

runner-up for the
Nintendo 64 games, and
nostalgia will win out in
the run-up to the next
generation. But more

than that, there's also an
issue of subpar games
and developer quality.

First, there's a fairly good
chance that Nintendo is a
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little confused. The
Nintendo 64 was a game
console that was able to
cross into more genres
than any of the other

consoles. Not only did it
sell well, but it's also
produced some of the
best games of all time.

While I wouldn't say that
it had the best lineup of
games, it also produced
some of the best. Super
Metroid, GoldenEye 007,
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Killer Instinct, Super
Punch-Out!!, and the

original Star Fox are four
of the best games ever
made, and Super Mario

64 has a special place in
my heart. To add to that
list, we have games like

Super Mario Galaxy, Mario
Party, Pikmin, Super Mario
RPG: Legend of the Seven
Stars, Mario Kart, Yoshi's
Island, and so on. It's a

terrible problem to have.
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The Wii U suffered from
both of those issues. As

I've said before, it wasn't
the best game console in
the world, but it was at

least the most diverse. It
sold well and 6d1f23a050
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